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PART A

1. Write the op cal theorem in sca ering theory. (R)
2. If ,  are the total Hamiltonian and the unperturbed Hamiltonian

respec vely then write down the equa on of mo on in the  Interac on
picture.

(U)

3. In the presence of  a me dependant poten al, write the experssion for
the probability of finding the system in the state  if the system was ini aly
in the state .

(U)

4. Find the matrix p where (U)

5. In WKB approxima on what does the first power of  give? (An)
6. What is stark effect? (R)
7. What are the physical interpreta on of Klein - Gorden wave equa on? (U)
8. Sate Fermis golden rule. (R)
9. What do you mean by sca ering cross sec on. (R)

10. What are Bosons and fermions. Give examples. (A)

PART B

11. Outline the varia onal method of approxima on. (U)
12. Show that Klein Gordon equa on leads to nege ve probability density. (A)
13. For a Dirac par cle moving in a central poten al show that the orbital

angular momentum is not a constant of mo on.
(A)

14. A system in an unperturbed state n is suddenly subjected to a constant
perturba on H'(r) which exists during me t  0. Find the probability for the
transi on from state n to state k and show that it varies harmonically.

(An)

15. A par cle of mass  is moving in a one dimen onal box defined by the
poten al  for  and  otherwise. Es mate the ground
state energy using the trial func on  for .

(A)

16. In the case of Yukawa poten al arrive at the differen al sca ering cross
sec on. (A)
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(2 x 6 = 12)

(5 x 2 = 10)

17. Use S wave sca ering to derive the sca ering amplitude for sca ering from a
square well poten al,  for  and  for . (U)

18. For the me dependent two state problem, draw the dependence of 
with the perturbing frequancy  . Also draw  and  with me  for
the resonance condi on.

(An)

PART C

19. In rela vis c quantum mechanics derive the approximate hamiltonian for an
electrosta c problem. (A)

20. Describe the s wave sca ering by a rectangular poten al. (A)
21. Discuss me dependent Perturba on theory and deduce Fermi's Golden

Rule. (E)

22. Discuss the first order me independent perturba on theory for no
degenerate sta onary case. Obtain the corrected eigenvalues and Eigen
vectors.

(R)
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